PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Operationalising ‘trust’ in Financial
Services through action
Rapid development of operations management capability to ‘increase velocity’ demonstrates
‘new ways of working’ and delivers on commitments to the customer.

A quick summary of how an
ongoing experience in a Financial
Services firm is confirming a few
things for us:
1. In the wake of the Royal
Commission into Misconduct in
Banking things are changing.
2. The pace of change and
genuine focus on the customer
is varied with some examples
of purposeful and driven
change, some less so. This is
true between institutions, and
divisions within the institutions.
3. The opportunity to
rapidly improve without
compromising on quality
or increasing risk is there
for the taking.

Working with a Remediation team highlights how organisations can start to restore trust by fixing
things in a customer-centric way. With good client engagement, we’ve been able to generate the
following results in six (6) weeks:

12 - 24%

Between 12-24% capacity improvement for a range of teams
within the division enabling the managers to increase the velocity of the
group’s throughput.

11- 21d

The Turn Around Time (TAT) for two finalisation processes has
reduced from 11 and 21 days respectively, to the same day - directly
improving the response time to customers.

+66%

Total processing throughput as a combination of capacity and
effectiveness has improved by ~66%.

Pay-off for the customer: Improved capacity can be reinvested toward activities directly improving
the customer experience. The messages from the senior leadership team reflect these efforts:
“We are following up when we say we will, we are closing cases sooner, we are making
payments or sending resolution letters in near real-time when the determination is made.
These are amazing results and in a short space of time”. EM Remediation
While there is more to be done in Financial Services, the first step in the rebuilding of trust is doing
the right thing, in the right way, and doing it when you committed to doing it…. it can be done at
pace and without compromise to quality.

As in the resources industry, we’ve realised these benefits to cost and time without compromising on quality
(or safety). This is about helping the business understand and run the ‘system’ at its optimal capacity.
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